
Oil

Yesterday, the international crude oil market had a largely neutral day, with the Brent front month contract settling at 65,05 USD/bbl, up 
0,19 USD/bbl for the day. The market still has focus on the tense situation in the Middle East and on the upcoming OPEC negotiations 
on a possible extension of the production cut deal with Russia. Wednesday, the market climbs following the release of new data show-
ing a decline in US inventory levels. 

Gas
After three days with rising prices, the long end of the Nordic power market edged down in yesterday’s session. Supplies from Norway 
are ramping up again following a period with some issues, and this adds to an overall strong supply picture as LNG deliveries are still 
solid while storage levels across Europe are well above average.

Coal
On the European coal markets, we saw falling prices yesterday following a rare period with three straight bullish days. The expected 
heatwave will likely not be short-lived, and as gas prices fell as well, there was nothing to prevent coal from edging down. The API 2 Cal-
20 contract fell 0,70 USD/t, settling at 64,20 USD/t. We could see a largely neutral sentiment today.

Carbon

The European carbon emission market quieted down in yesterday’s session following a very bullish development during the previous 
day. The benchmark quota contract settled at 26,41 EUR/t, up a marginal 0,04 EUR/t. The warm weather forecasts for the coming weeks 
have caused a sudden upturn during the last days, but it is questionable if they can drive up prices much further. We expect another 
neutral sentiment today unless the weather forecasts start predicting a longer heatwave across Europe.

Hydro

Expected precipitation in the Nordic area during the forthcoming two weeks is slightly above seasonal average, which is a bit drier than 
what was forecasted yesterday. The next week looks quite dry, but the level will decrease sharply by early next week. Temperatures are 
set to remain just below average throughout most of the period. The outlook is an overall moderately bullish signal for the Nordic power 
market. 

Germany
German power prices fell slightly in yesterday’s trading, as the bearish sentiment on the gas and coal markets managed to overshadow 
the month-high level on the carbon emission market. The German Cal-20 contract was down 0,20 EUR/MWh, closing at 48,45 EUR/
MWh. Wednesday, a modest upside on the short end looks likely while we expect sideways trading on the long end of the curve.

Equities

Tuesday, the negative sentiment across the international stock markets continued. The markets are concerned about several topics, 
such as the US-China trade war, the tense geopolitical situation in the Middle East and weak key figures from the US. The market opens 
bearishly in Asia as well this morning, with only two days to go until Donald Trump and Xi Jinping will meet to negotiate during the G20 
summit in Japan. 

Conclusion

The short end of the Nordic power market made a downwards adjustment yesterday, where wetter weather forecasts offered bearish 
support. The Q3-19 contract fell 0,50 EUR/MWh to close at 33,10 EUR/MWh. On the long end however, we saw rising prices as the 
market had to make up for late gains in Germany the previous day caused by bullish carbon. The YR-20 contract rose 0,34 EUR/MWh 
and closed at 36,00 EUR/MWh, We expect an increase on the short end of the curve today, but a neutral sentiment seems likely for 
long-term contracts.
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24-jun 32,14 34,93 31,06 33,91 32,99 31,43 31,36 July 35,70 36,95 29,70 30,70 34,95 30,48 30,20 July 42,18 29,62 85,21

25-jun 35,69 39,19 31,44 38,32 43,35 31,76 32,01 Q3-19 39,13 40,40 34,10 35,23 39,35 33,33 33,10 Q3-19 42,83 31,36 0,00

26-jun 34,45 34,95 29,86 33,44 45,62 31,85 31,48 2020 40,75 42,95 37,00 38,93 40,28 36,03 36,00 2020 46,77 46,90 0,00


